
          SUNDAY, 14/04/24 

 

C1 - PRIX DE LA BELLE TRANSTEVERINE - 2100m (a1m1/4) - TURF - 

Maiden Race - Flat - EUR € 9,000  

 
1. MY HARLEY - Disappointing last run when 7th in a handicap at La Teste-de-Buch over 2400m on 5 June. Could need 
this run returning from a break 

2. SIR PRINCE - Not disgraced when third on debut in a Conditions race at Royan-Atlantique over 2900m on 8 May. 
Could need this run returning from a break 

3. ROI DE L'AIR - Unreliable but did run well when third in a claimer at Chantilly over 1800m on 1 March. Not out of it 

4. JUNGLE DE FONTAINE - Not disgraced on debut and probably needed the second start when 6th last time out in a 
Conditions race at Fontainebleau over 1600m on 15 March. Can bounce back to score 

5. JIGORO - Did not show much when 9th on debut in a Conditions race at Durtal over 2300m on 17 December. Capable 
of improvement but others are preferred 

6. HEY CHARLIE - Has lost the way of late and was tenth last time out in a handicap over this track and trip. Needs to 
find a few lengths to win 

7. MYRIADE - Has reached 20 starts without winning and was tenth last time out in a handicap at Chantilly over 1900m 
on 28 March. Capable of earning some money 

8. FEARLESS CHEETAH - Not disgraced when fourth last time out in a Conditions race at Lyon La Soie over 2150m on 8 
February. Fitter this time and can fight out the finish 

9. LOU MARINA - Showed some promise when runner-up on debut in a Conditions race at Pornichet-La Baule over 
2400m on 27 March. Can go one better 

10. SOTCHI - Has not shown much so far and was 7th last time out in a handicap at Le Lion-d'Angers over 2400m on 31 
March. Needs major improvement to win 

11. PRINCESS LAURA - Has been struggling for some time now and was 7th last time out in a handicap at Pornichet-La 
Baule over 1700m on 27 March. Others are preferrred 

12. IN THE ARMY NOW - Has some fair form and was 5th last time out in a Conditions race at Morlaix over 1800m on 24 
March. Might play a minor role 

13. PENSE A MOI - Only modest so far and was 5th last time out in a Conditions race at Pornichet-La Baule over 22 
February. Tries the turf and could improve 

14. BLACK FEATHER - Showed some improvement when 6th last time out in a cross-country race at Paray-le-Monial 
over 4500m on 9 March. Needs major improvement to win 

15. ALREADY MAGIC - Has been fair on the flat and was fourth last time out in a Conditions race at Machecoul over 
2950m on 3 March. Could play a minor role 

16. PRINCESSE TANGA - A four-year-old filly by  Prince Gibraltar out of Tangaspeed who is making her debut. Watch 
the betting 

Summary: A competitive start to the card. FEARLESS CHEETAH (8) was not disgraced when fourth and returning from a 
break. Fitter this time he could be the one to beat. JUNGLE DE FONTAINE (4) ran well on debut but did not repeat it last 
time out. He is capable of bouncing back to score. ROI DE L'AIR (3) showed improvement when third last time out in a 
claimer and is not out of it. LOU MARINA (9) ran well on debut and could go one better. 

SELECTIONS 

FEARLESS CHEETAH (8) - JUNGLE DE FONTAINE (4) - ROI DE L'AIR (3) - LOU MARINA (9) 



          SUNDAY, 14/04/24 

C2 - PRIX DE LA MAYENNE - 2100m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 3 Handicap - 

Flat - EUR € 20,000  

 
1. EVERILLO - Unreliable but was not disgraced when 5th last time out in a handicap at 
ParisLongchamp over 2000m on 1 October. Can surprise if fit 

2. ZAUR - Disappointing last three runs and was well beaten last time out in a handicap at Saint-
Cloud over 2100m on 30 October. Could need the run returning from a break 

3. KLIFF BERE - In good form of late and was a winner last time out in a handicap at this course 
over 2300m on 23 March. Can follow up 

4. NEKOLETO - Disappointing last run when well beaten in a handicap at Saint-Cloud over 
2000m on 7 March. Unreliable but is capable of scoring 

5. MON RICIN - On the up and is hat-trick-seeking after two handicap wins with the last win at 
Saint-Cloud 2000m on 1 April. Carries a 3.5-kg penalty and has leading claims 

6. SAAM - Disappointing last run when well beaten last time out in a handicap at Fontainebleau 
over 3000m on 25 November. Capable of better and could play a minor role 

7. SAKARI - In fair form of late and was fourth last time out in a Conditions race at Pornichet-La 
Baule over 2400m on 30 January. Could make the frame 

8. PARURE DES SABLES - Picked up a handicap win last time out at Saint-Cloud over 1600m 
on 6 June. Returns from a break and tries a lot further this time 

9. ALVALDI - Returned from a break to win a Conditions race at Morlaix over 1800m on 24 
March. Tackles stronger but is not out of it 

10. ATANASIO - A bit unreliable and was fourth last time out in a claimer at Pornichet-La Baule 
over 2100m on 27 March. Capable of earning some money 

11. LUNATICOS - Unreliable of late and was 5th last time out in a Claimer at Pornichet-La Baule 
over 2100m on 27 March. Could play a minor role 

12. LA PELEMOISE - On a long losing run but was not disgraced last time out when third last 
time out in a Conditions race at Morlaix over 1800m on 24 March. Could play a minor role 

13. ANTAIOS - A winner of three of last five starts but was 9th in a handicap at Chantilly over 
2400m on 4 April. Capable of bouncing back to score 

Summary: Many in-form runners take each other on in this race. MON RICIN (5) has been very 
good of late pulling off two recent handicap wins. This will be a tougher task under a 3.50kg 
penalty. KLIFF BERE (3) is in good form and won a handicap last time out so deserves respect. 
ALVALDI (9) is improving and won well last time. NEKOLETO (4) is unreliable but is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

MON RICIN (5) - KLIFF BERE (3) - ALVALDI (9) - NEKOLETO (4) 



          SUNDAY, 14/04/24 

C3 - PRIX DES VANS THEAULT (PRIX A. DE SENONNES) - 2100m 

(a1m1/4) - TURF - Handicap - Flat - EUR € 20,000  

 
1. WAR OF THE ROSES - Not disgraced when 6th last time out in a handicap at Saint-Cloud 
over 2000m on 5 April. Does better in this division and should be a real threat 

2. CYNIC - Disappointing last two runs and was 7th last time out in a handicap at Lyon-Parilly 
over 2200m on 17 March. Capable of contesting the finish 

3. ERIDITA DOVER - Improving and won a Conditions race last time out at Nantes over 2400m 
on 6 April. Can follow up this shorter distance 

4. VAMOS LUIGI - Probably needed the run when tenth last time out in a Conditions race at 
Chantilly over 1900m on 5 March. Did better on the turf and can bounce back to score 

5. KEDUREV - Yet to win a race but has been runner-up twice in Claimers of late with the latest 
being at Lyon-La Soie over 2150m on 24 March. Go close 

6. LA DOLOISE - Showed what she is capable of when winning last time out a Claimer at 
Loudéac over 2200m on 1 April. Tackles stronger but could play a minor role 

7. BALERION - Disappointing last run when tenth in a Conditions race at Strasbourg over 2000m 
on 22 March. Capable of better but others are preferred 

8. SAUVIAC - Showed some improvement when fourth last time out in a handicap over this 
course and distance on 23 March. Could earn some money 

9. ASTEROIDE DREAM - Modest first three runs and was 8th last time out in a Conditions race 
at Machecoul over 2350m on 1 April. Needs to find a few lengths to win 

Summary: VAMOS LUIGI (4) proved in need of the comeback run and back on the turf could be 
of some value in a tough race. WAR OF THE ROSES (1) is better than the last run would suggest 
and is an obvious danger. ERIDITA DOVER (3) is improving and has been supplemented for this 
race so deserves the utmost respect. KEDUREV (5) has been good in claimers of late and could 
also contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

VAMOS LUIGI (4) - WAR OF THE ROSES (1) - ERIDITA DOVER (3) - KEDUREV (5) 



          SUNDAY, 14/04/24 

C4 - PRIX DE RENAZE (PRIX EUGENE ROUSSEAU) - 2300m (a1m1/2) - 

TURF - Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 11,000  

 
1. KENOR DE MAEL - Improving and won a Conditions race at Loudéac over 2850m on 31 
March. Tackles stronger but can contest the finish 

2. KATE TO WIN - Holding form well and was fourth last time out in a Conditions race at 
Lignières over 2400m on 31 March. Be right there at the finish once again 

3. KISS ME D'EX - Only found one better on the day last time out in a Conditions race at this 
course over 2900m on 23 March. Big chance in this line-up 

4. KOSSKO - Disappointing last run when 9th in a Conditions race at Le Lion-d'Angers over 
2400m on 25 July. Did better before that and deserves respect 

5. KRACK BOUM AULMES - A four-year-old gelding by Planteur out of River Gold Aulmes who 
is making his debut. Watch the betting 

6. KABUKI A LA MOTTE - Showed some improvement in second starts when 6th in a Conditions 
race at Craon over 2400m on 3 December. More is needed to win this race 

7. KASH BAM'S - A four-year-old gelding by Masked Marvel out of Urkashe who is making his 
debut. Watch the betting 

8. KRACK DU BONHEUR - Did not run too badly when 6th on debut in a Conditions race at Le 
Lion-d'Angers over 3000m on 1 April. Can earn some minor money this shorter distance 

9. KISS ME SUN - A four-year-old filly by Elm Park out of Vahiné Sun who is making her debut. 
Watch the betting 

10. KASTELLE BEAUFEU - A four-year-old filly by Feel Like Dancing out of Ténébreuse Gemm 
who is making her debut. Watch the betting 

11. KADGIE - Did not show much on her debut when 9th in a conditions race at Paray-le-Monial 
over 2400m on 29 October. Can improve returning from a break 

12. KOTKIE DU MOULIN - Only modest on debut when 8th in a Conditions race at this course 
over 2900m on 23 March. Needs to do more to win this race 

Summary: KISS ME SUN (9) drops on distance after a good last run but is quite capable of 
scoring against these rivals. KENOR DE MAEL (1) is improving and it was a confidence-boosting 
win last time out so could follow up. KOSSKO (4) did better before the disappointing last run so 
could be a threat. KATE TO WIN (2) is holding her form well and should be right there at the 
finish once again. 

SELECTIONS 

KISS ME D'EX (3) - KENOR DE MAEL (1) - KOSSKO (4) - KATE TO WIN (2) 



          SUNDAY, 14/04/24 

C5 - PRIX MICHEL THIBAULT - 2900m (a2m) - TURF - Maiden Race - Flat - 

EUR € 11,000  

 
1. AODHA - Showed improvement when third in a Claimer last time out at Compiègne over 
2400n on 19 March. Can do even better this time 

2. FRENCH GIRL EFFECT - Disappointing last run when tenth in a Conditions race at Pornichet-
La Baule over 2100m on 7 January. Could improve back on the turf 

3. RUE SURCOUF - May have needed her last run when 9th in a Conditions race at Porbichet-
La-Bauke over 2100m on 16 February, Can surprise back on grass 

4. BEAUTIFUL GREY - Has not shown much so far and was 7th last time out in a Conditions 
race at Lignières over 2400m on 31 March. Capable of improvement 

5. FIRST DIVA - Did not show much when 9th on debut in a Conditions race at Pornichet-La 
Baule over 2400m on 27 March. Capable of improvement 

6. MIA BELLA - Struggled on debut when 11th in a Conditions race at Chantilly over 1600m on 
28 March. Likely to show vast improvement this distance 

7. MAIGHREAD - Showed some improvement when 5th last time out in a Claimer at Loudéac 
over 2200m on 1 April. More is needed to win 

8. ROCKMOONLADY - A three-year-old filly by Spanish Moon out of Rocking Lady who is 
making her debut. Watch the betting 

Summary: A weak race form wise as most of them are still unexposed. MIA BELLA (6) was well 
beaten on her debut but should be a much-improved sort over this type of distance and would not 
be a surprise winner. RUE SURCOUF (3) needed the last run and back on the turf should contest 
the finish. AODHA (1) is improving and deserves respect. ROCKMOONLADY (8) makes her 
debut but could be good enough to win. 

SELECTIONS 

MIA BELLA (6) - RUE SURCOUF (3) - AODHA (1) - ROCKMOONLADY (8) 



          SUNDAY, 14/04/24 

C6 - PRIX DU DOCTEUR GUY JALLOT - 2900m (a2m) - TURF - Maiden 

Race - Flat - EUR € 11,000  

 
1. JUPITER DES ROCS - Showed some improvement when 5th last time out in a Claimer at 
Saint-Brieuc over 2400m on 10 March. Can contest the finish 

2. SOBEST - Showed good improvement in second start when 5th in a Conditions race at Nantes 
over 2400m on 6 April. Can do even better this time around 

3. NATH SHOW - Did not run too badly when 6th on debut last year but did not improve when 
tenth last time out in a Conditions race at Le Mans over 1950m on 11 March. Can fight out the 
finish 

4. PEARL FIFTEEN - A three-year-old gelding by French Fifteen out of Prairie Pearl who is 
making his debut. Watch the betting 

5. WIN ALL BACK - A three-year-old gelding by Twilight Son out of All Back To Mine who is 
making his debut. Watch the betting 

6. GASPARTUR BELLEVUE - A three-year-old colt by Taj Mahal out of Mariche who is making 
his debut. Watch the betting 

Summary: A small field where form is thin and it could pay to be with the newcomer PEARL 
FIFTEEN (4). The signs look right for him to be ready to run a big race. NATH SHOW (3) was not 
disgraced on debut and should improve so would not be a surprise winner. SOBEST (2) is 
improving and can get a lot closer to the winner this time around. GASPARTUR BELLEVUE (6) is 
another newcomer worth considering. 

SELECTIONS 

PEARL FIFTEEN (4) - NATH SHOW (3) - SOBEST (2) - GASPARTUR BELLEVUE (6) 



          SUNDAY, 14/04/24 

C7 - PRIX PIGEON TP LOIRE-ANJOU (PRIX DE LA SAPINIERE) - 3800m 

(a2m1/2) - TURF - Handicap - Hurdles - EUR € 27,000  

 
1. I'M SUPER QUICK - Usually gives of her best and was not disgraced when 5th last time out in 
a handicap hurdle at Angers over 3800m on 28 February. Can make the frame 

2. HENRI GIL - Dislodged the jockey last time out in a hurdle race at Auteuil on 17 March but that 
run is best ignored. Won a handicap hurdle in the penultimate start and can bounce back to score 

3. CELTIOR - Unreliable and was well beaten last time out in a Conditions hurdle at Loudéac 
over 4000m on 31 March. Capable of earning minimum when in the mood 

4. JELKA DE MEE - Unreliable and did dislodge her rider last time out at Pau on 25 December in 
a chase. Has won a hurdle race and is capable of winning if in the mood 

5. CIEL DIVIN - Disappointing last run when 7th in a handicap hurdle at Angers over 3800m on 
28 February. Capable of better and has a place chance 

6. ROCK TEEN - Usually gives of his best and won a hurdle claimer last time out at Loudéac over 
4000m on 17 March. Can follow up 

7. BLUE STYLE - Yet to win a race but did show improvement when fourth last time out in a 
Claimer hurdle at Compiegne over 3800m on 13 March. Can contest the finish 

8. LUCIFERE DETEILLEE - Yet to win a race but has fair form and was fourth last time out in a 
handicap hurdle at Angers over 3800m on 22 November. Capable of earning more money 

9. IZGOR DE VIETTE - Yet to win a race and was 6th last time out in a Conditions hurdle at 
Loudéac over 4000m on 31 March. More is needed to win this race 

10. HITADOR - In good form of late and was a winner last time out in a Claimer chase at Paray-
le-Monial over 4000m on 23 March. Might place 

11. DERIGANOF - Very unreliable and was well beaten in both starts since returning from a 
lengthy break including at Compiegne on 3 April. Best watched for now 

12. INCA DE BALME - Only modest so far and was 5th last time out in a Claimer hurdle last time 
out at Cazaubon-Barbotan over 3600m on 28 August. Likely to need this run returning from a 
break 

13. FRIPON DE BALLON - Really struggling of late and was 8th last time out in a handicap 
hurdle at Auteuil over 3900m on 17 March. Needs major improvement to win 

14. HEAVENLY SUN - Has dislodged her rider in four of last five starts including last time out at 
Le Lion-d'Angers over 3700m on 16 September. Others are preferred 

Summary: A very competitive-looking race. ROCK TEEN (6) bounced back to win a claimer last 
time out and could follow up in a weak race. HENRI GIL (2) won well in her penultimate start but 
did dislodge her rider last time out. BLUE STYLE (7) showed improvement when fourth last time 
out but has yet to win a race. JELKA DE MEE (4) is another that is better than the last run and 
can bounce back to be a threat. 

SELECTIONS 

ROCK TEEN (6) - HENRI GIL (2) - BLUE STYLE (7) - JELKA DE MEE (4) 



          SUNDAY, 14/04/24 

C8 - PRIX CLAUDE DE LANGLE - 3600m (a2m1/4) - TURF - Handicap - 

Hurdles - EUR € 29,000  

 
1. TROUVAILE DEBELAIR - Yet to win but has been very consistent and was fourth last time out 
in a handicap hurdle at Saint Brieuc over 3800m on 10 March. Fitter and should fight out the 
finish 

2. KAMELIA DE CORTON - Unreliable and was 6th last time out in a Conditions hurdle at 
Toulouse over 3500m on 11 March. Capable of better and can contest the finish 

3. KIRIELLE DU MESNIL - Disappointing last two runs and was 7th last time out in a Conditions 
hurdle at La Teste-de-Buch over 23 March. Can score on handicap debut 

4. KELYSSA DES MOTTES - Not disgraced when third last time out in a Conditions hurdle race 
at Le Lion-d'Angers over 3700m on 31 March. Can fight out the finish on handicap debut 

5. NEOPTOLEME - Only modest so far and was 6th last time out in a Conditions chase at Maure-
de-Bretagne over 3800m on 25 February. Capable of improvement but others are preferred 

6. NEMO LISES - Showed what he is capable of when winning a handicap hurdle at Saint-Brieuc 
over 3800m on 10 March. Carries a 2,50kg penalty but is not out of it 

7. GIACOMO - Holding form well and was runner-up last time out in a Conditions chase at Nimes 
over 3800m on 24 March. Could finish in the mix of things 

8. HARGNAR - Has struggled in his two starts of this year and was well beaten last time out in a 
Conditions hurdle at Compiegne over 3400m on 25 March. Best watched for now 

9. ALEOPPE PELEM - Showed some improvement when third last time out in a hurdle claimer at 
Loudéac over 3400m on 1 April. More is needed to win this race 

10. KAKOPHONIE - Only 5th last time out in a Conditions hurdle race at Loudéac over 3400m on 
31 March. Needs to do more to win this race 

Summary: KIRIELLE DU MESNIL (3) has been disappointing of late but is capable of better and 
would not be a surprise winner of the lucky last race on handicap debut. KELYSSA DES 
MOTTES (4) ran well when third last time out and could do even better trying a handicap this 
time.TROUVAILE DEBELAIR (1) proved in need of the last run and will strip fitter this time so 
holds a winning chance. KAMELIA DE CORTON (2) is unreliable but is also capable of contesting 
the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

KIRIELLE DU MESNIL (3) - KELYSSA DES MOTTES (4) - TROUVAILE DEBELAIR (1) - 

KAMELIA DE CORTON (2) 

 


